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PREFACE

The remearch reported here is part of Rand's R&D and Acquisition
Studies Program,
done at Rarn

supported by tJSAF Project RAND.

Previous research

has dealt with stu.les of particular development programs,

institutional aspects of Air Force acquisition decisiormaking,
improvements in

and

system acquisition policy wieh respect to major weapon

systems.
This case study of the development

of one type of precislon-guided

munition examines the managerial and decisionmaking aspects of a specific developnaent project,

the interaction between advances in

nology and user requirements,
and private industry.

It

is

and the relationship between the government
the author's contention that these aspects

are too often left unaddressed or,
(e.g.,

if

considered,

"a good project needs a good manager,"

sary").

tech-

treated superficially

or "cooperation

is

neces-

MIre Rpecific inigbgr- Mey be g-Incd by a JeLalld case study.

This report uses only unclassified data, although in some cases the
sources f:hentselves are classified.

This study should be useful

to Air

Force and other agencies engaged in R&D and acquisition decisions,

par-

ticularly the offices of the DCS/Research and Development and DCS/Systems
and Logistics in Hq USAF,

the Air Force Systems Command,

and the Direc-

tor of Defense Research and Engineering.
Fro

example,

R. 1..Perry, .5yserm Development Strategies: A Corn-

parative Study of Doctrine, Technology, and Organization in the USAF
Ballistic and Cruise Missile Programs, 1950-1960, RM-48%3-PR, August
1966 (FOlIO); and R. %. Perry, A Pro itype Strategy for Aircraft Developinent, RM-5597-PR, July 1972.
tSee, for example, B. H. Klein, W. H. Meckling,
and E. C. Mesthene,
Military Reeparch and Development Policies, R-333, December 19A8, and,
more recently, see W. D. Putnam, The Evolution of Air Force System Acquiaition Management, R-868-PR, August 1972.
*See A.

J. Harman and S.

Cýomparison and Prediction,

Henrichsen,

A Methodology for Cost Factor

RII-6269-ARPA, August 1970; and R. L. Ferry,
G. K. Smith, A. J. Harman, and S. Henrichsen, System Acquisition Strateqies, R-733-PR/ARPA, June 1971.
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SUNIARY

The introduction of air-to-ground precision-guided munitions (PGM)
into the USAF munitions inventory has already produced an extensive
literature on the characteristics and potential of this new fami'y of
weapons.

This report

Is

a case study that examines the devcelopment and

acquisition of an important example of this new weaponry--the
guided bomb
initial

(LCB),

a first-generation PCM.

laser-

Th• study begins with the

Army research into laser guidance in

1962 and ends with the

Operational Test and Evaluation of the Air Force LCB system in

South-

east Asia in

1968.

unit itself;

other components of the LGB system, (such as the designator)

The report is

primarily focused on the laser seeker

and other PGOs (such as the electro-optical
only as they relate to the LGB development.
report is

guideJ bomb)

are discussed

The main conce'n of the

Air Force R&D managemetiL and zLraLugis•.

fI 1vLud not I

LIitz,

nterpreted as downgrading the roles and efforts of the various private
firms that contributed to the de ,elopment of the LOB.
Although the Air Force made limited use of radio-guided bombe during the Second World War and the Korea,, conflict
and Tarzon),

(e.g.,

Azon,

the report begins with the laser work of the IT.S.

Missile Command

(MiCom)

at the Redstone Arsenal.

Army

Members of the MiCom

research staff found that a target could be "designated"
marked)

Razon,

(that is,

by a pulsed laser beam and a guidance system could be designed

to home in

on the reflected laser light.

By the early part of 1965,

MiCom had developed the conceptual basis and contracted
of the hardware of what was to become
the Army deemphasized

for a portion

the laser gaidance 3Vstem.

When

the laser program, members of the MiCom staff

shared their findIngs with the Air Force's Deputy for Limited War in
the Aeronautical

Systems Division (ASD).

Personnel In

the Limited War

office at ASD then requested that MiCom hold a tri-service laser meeting in April at the Martin-Marietta

facility in Orlando,

At approximately the sane time (1964-1965),
munity was

Florida.

the Air Force R&D com-

Increasingly turning Its attention to the short-term transla-

tion of tecL. ology into new or Improved weapons systemsi.

1Vis emphasis

-vi-

was manifested by the dedication of a contingency iund--P-roject 1559-for low-cost,

ihort-time-horizon developments and by the formation of

ASD's Detachment 5 at Eglin AFB; Detachment 5's charter snecified that it
was t'

provide "tz!ident technical assistance and ...

to improve the Sys-

tem Command's response to immediate tactical operational needs."

Detach-

ment 5 staff had already given some preliminary consideration to the
possibility of laser guidance for free-fall munitions, and MiCom's triservice Orlando briefing reinforced in their minds the possibility of
such a system.

Detachment 5 personnLl indicated their interest in a

laser-guided bomb prototype and received proposals from the Autonetics
Division of North American Aviation (NA-A)
(TI).

and from Texas Instruments

The bids were based on the companies'

prior work with the Army;

in May 1965, Detachment 5 forwarded both proposals to ASD for funding
within Project 1559.

That November,

Autonetics nigned a contract for

$442,000 to del!,,er five guided test bombs; Texas Instruments vontracted to build nine guided test bombs for $264,000.
employed the M-117 (500-1b)

Both prototyp"s

bomb.

The primary ditference between tie two prototypes was their respective guidance mechanism:

the Autonetics guidance kit featured a spring

platfor" stabilized seeker head, proportional guidance, and canard control fins; the Texas Instruments version had an aerodynamically stabll--ized seeker head,

"bang-bang" guidance,

and tail control fins.

The

former was considered a logical extension of the extant technology; although the latter was a higher risk model,

it

was clearly lower cost.

RAthor than dectde between the two on the basis of paper proposals,

the

Air Force chose to fund parallel developments, with a prototype competition between the two models.

A series of feasibility tests of the two

models was conducted between July 1967 and January 1968.

Although both

versions achieved significant CEP improvements over unguided bombs,
personnel recommended that the

test

I model should be put into production

as soon as possible whereas the NA-A version required additional
development.
Upon receiving notification of the teet results, the Air Force reprogrammed $500,000 for a follow-on, engineering prototype contract with
Texas Instruments in January 1967.

However,

it

soon became apparent that

-vii-
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a half million dollars was not enough money to purchase the desired
number of kits.

In March a Southeast A-ia Operational Requirement

arrived at Hq USAF requesting an LGB system for deployment in
theater.

Prompted by this request,

the SEA

in May 1968 the Air Force signed

a contract with TI for 5C seeker kits at a cost of $1.35 million; the
additional

$850,000 was also reprogrammed.

At the Air Staff's request,

some of the kits were to be tested on the MY-94 (2000--Ib)
On 20 July 1967,

the laser-guidec.

munition.

bomb project was designated

Project Paveway and a project office wrs set up within the Aeronautical
Systems Division.

On 21 S'ptember,

a Requirements Action Directive

for the LGB was issued that listed the desired characteristics:
no greater than 25 ft; guidance reliability
livery from either a dive mode or a
ment no later than June 1968.

CEP

at least 80 percent; de-

level ran: and operatioral deploy-

On 15 January 1968,

the Air Force issued

Development Directive 69 approving a production program of $4.7 million
for 293 LCE seekqr kits !"n

198

The testing of the engineering prototype begun in November 1967 at
Eglin AFB was trans erred to Southeast Aaia in
uation.

Replac-ment of the tail

fins was a major design change
the MIK-S4 was first

May 1968 for theater eval-

guidance fins with front canard control
in the TI model during these tests.

tested during this series.

Also,

The result of the evalu-

ation of t;:e system was so positive that the Air Force ordered an additional 1000 aeeker kits.
Used initialy
for suppression of antiaircraft
activity and Interdiction, the LGB (and larer, the eiectro-upLical guldud
borb)

came to the public's attention when President Nixon authorized re-

sumption of the bombing of North Vietnam in

1972.

Labelled "smart bombs,"

they provided the Air Force with much more accurate bombing capabilities
combined with a less vulnerable attack profile.
This study chronicles the development of a single munition.
should not generalize

from such a small sample.

It is

possible,

One
however,

to highlight the main factors that made the LGB a successful development
and,

in

conjunction with other R&D case studies,

evidence to provide a better understanding of
_n

addition,

the procedures used in

use this empirical

the general R&D processes.

the LGB development might prove to

be dlrectiy applicable to the development of future generations of PG'Ms.
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The research suggests that
development

It

that contributed

there were at least six features of the

to its

success:

0

Competitive prototype development

3

Early and repeated

*

Technology/requirements

*

Incremental development

*

Delegation of development decisions

*

Availability of contingency development

should be emphasized

testing of system hardware
interaction

funds.

t' 3t these features are highly interrelated and

mutually reinforcing; with the partia'

exception of the last item,

they

can be viewed as a development policy package.
Conipetitiot, Zrototupp Dovelopment allowed the Air Force

to compare

the prototype performance of twu relatively different systems and to
judge if

the genera.

performed
risk

concept were viable and,
More specifically,

better.

NA-A design with the

a hedge again

ment process.

ie
Early

it

compareO

low-coat/high-risk

unzertainty

so, which prototype
the high-costimedium-

TI design, thus providing

that usually characterizes

the develop-

and Repeated Testing of the Si.tvm Hardware not

only provided data for a relatively rapid,
(i.e.,

if

iterative design process

design modifications based upon test results),

reliable evidence upon which decisionmakers
quirements and production decisions.

but also provided

could base subsequent

The TechnoZogy/Requirements

re-

r'ztcr-

actton refers to delaying rigid design and operational specifications
until tests have provided data on which specifications can be realistically based.

Under such a procedure,

fine the performance parameters,

the technology

is

allowed to de-

thus assuring the convergence of the

extant technology and desired operational requirements at an acceptable

cost.
In

I,..remenital Development

ment phases,

such as advanced and engineering development,

linked by decision nodes.
choice nodes:

there are a number of discrete develop-

The LGr development had at

the original decision to fund

the decision to continue

which are

least three such

the feasibility prototypes;

the development with the engineering prototype;

-ix-

and the actual production delsiun.
development is

A second feature of inoremental

the Import.ince of demonstrating a system's

before addressing the rellabiliry and maintainability
system.

Tn this case,

fcasibility

features of the

the Air Force did not complete worldwide quallfl-

cation tests on the LGB system until after the system was deployed in
SEA.

';w:Ication of itevelcpmt't T'caoi

was particularly noticeable;
the people,

during the LCB development

signcificant program decisions were made b..

relatively low in

the pertinent information.

is

the R&D chain of commnarnd,

This was partially due to working with a

contract that lacked detailed specifications during
the development-

Finally,

who possessed

the availability of

the early stages of

"•ii$c',

.eiormn!

Fupzds provided money to begin the project within a reasonably short
period of time; had the feasibility prototypes contracts gone through
the normal budgetary channels,
If
word,

additional

one were to characterize

time would have been required.

the development of the LGB in a single

that wurd would be "flexibility."

The six features of the deielop-

ment identified above served interactively to present multiple design
and managerial alternatives to the various decisionmakers.
ability of two competing prototype models,
specifications or operational

The avail-

the lack -f strict

requirements until

testing had determined

what specifications and performance parameters were feasible,
of the project managers
contract modification,

to make significant

design

the ability

design alternatives without

and the incremental manner In which the develop-

ment progressed all contributed to this

flexibility.
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rNTrIDUCTION

The introduction of air-to-ground precision-guided munitions (PGQ)
into the USAF munitions Inve-tory has produced an extensive literature
on the uses and implications of this new family of weapons;
little

doubt that PQ4

there seems

permit previously unachievable ground attack

capabilities for tactical aircraft.

A computer simulation by Texas

Instruments estimated that close to 21,000 unguided, uanually-released
2000-lb bombs were needed to destroy 100 representative targets,

com-

pared with 4000 computer-released bombs or 100 larer-guided bombs.t
Computer-released,

unguided bombs improved target kill capability over

unguided ordnance with manual release by a factor of 5 whereas the addltion of a laser guidance uvit improved target kill by a factor of 200.
These effectiveness calculations were borne out by the performance of

?Q~s in Southeast Asia and, later, in the Middle East.
gni~udoin

cof.

Jin

...

ycflt-,nrgiv

Given these
that- ".. 9 vA.t-.
.

reduce both the number of bombs and sorties necessary to destroy a target, a reduction that would obviously have significant implications for
the Ur Force in terms of sorties,
of the

logistics, and overall costs.

Most

"Q¶ literature and discussion concerns their present and potential

characteristics,

employment,

and implications.

This report examines the

development and acquisition of one example of new weaponry.

For a compendium of such papers, see Gregory A. Carter, Comr,11er,
Swnrinar' on the Implications of Precision-GuidedMunitions: Vol. Ii.
Proceedings (U), The Rand Corporation, R-]248-ARPA, April 1973 (Secret).
tUnited States Air Force, Paveway Laser-Guided Munitions, Texas
Instruments, Inc., January 1972, p. 15.
*United States Air Force, Paveway Laser-Guided Munitions, Texab
Instruments, Inc. (undated, approxisateiy late 1972), p. 16.
The
figures for laser-guided bomb Oactor improvements are supported by unpublished land calculations; the Rand figures are for hard targets.
See "U.S. Guided Bombs Alter "'iet Ait War," and
Herbert J. Coleman, "Israeli Air Force Decisive in War," Aviation Week and Svace Technologj, 22 May 1972, pp. 16.17, and 3 December 1973, p. 21, respectively.
Also see John 1. Finney, "Guided Bombs Expected to Revolutionize Warfare," The New York Timea, 18 March 1974, p. 1.
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More sp-cifically, this report describes the developmental history of a first-generation air-to-ground POM, the laser-guided bomb
(LGB)

Development of the laser guidance kit for the M-117 (and,

later, the NK-84) bomb will be described.

The laser guidance kit is

just one !-!ponent of the laser-guided bomb system; other components-including the delivery aircraft, the laser designator,

and the fuzing

mechanism--will be addressed only as they relate to the development of
the seeker kit.
Inevitably PGNs will have higher unit costs than the unguided
c'-anance they succeed.

In addition, substantial research on new PGM

developments and nurchases are foreseen

In a period of stringent

defense budgets, aircraft, avionics, and munitions will be competing
or the same scarce dolle ts.

An analytical case study of this kind

:izultaneo:,ly,

is worthwhile because of the importance of keeping PGN acquisition
encoura:ing major advances in desirn;
costs low while,
if PGM development and procurement costs per unit are too high,
potential of the new techniuloKy may be realized Incompletely,

t'v

too

slowly, or only as a result of extremely difficult choices between expensive delivery systems and expensive munitions.
One way to ameliorate this dilie

in to attempt to understand

the development strategies that might make the development of the PGHs
more efficient in terms of money and time.

in more general terms, the

budgetary difficulties can be eased by employing development strategies
that

4

4-'~-

"

---

U-i'
'

oJ

d-Cr
J--1---

O

I

n

w

,

has examined aircraft, missile, and major subsystem case histories and

Additional research and purchases are emphasized in the military
budget for FY 1975.
See Dr. Malcolm Currie, The Department of Defense
Pho g rcon of R~earzc, Developmnent, Test, and Evaluation, YT 1975, U.S.
Senate, Committee on Armed Services, 93rd Congress, 2nd Sess.on, 26-27
February 1974 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1974),
pp. 4:51-52.
tSecond-generation development of LGBs is already underway.
See
Clarence
Guidance
Week and
1973, pp.

A. Robinson, Jr., "Air Force to Press Development of Laser
for Maverick," and "Navy Backs Now Laser Seeker,' Aviation
Space TechnoZogy, 5 November 1973, p. 56, and 10 December
44-51, respectively.
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has suggested suitable development strategies.
ings apply to PQM acquisition?
answering this question and,
tive cxample,

Do these earlier find-

The present report makes a start at

using the LGB development as an illustra-

suggests that the answer is positive.

THE CASE HISTORY APPROACH
A general understanding of the development process and identifiesation of preferred development strategies should be based, in part, on
detailed case histories.

Ideally, the analyst would have a large and

variegated number of case histories illustrating several different development strategies for e.:-a of a range of different systems developed.
But,

in practice, he has to rely upon a limited number of case histories

because few have been prepared from the point of view of che comparative
analysis of development strategies and management procedures.t
over, each development is,

More-

in a real sense, a unique event; this is

true

even of two competing developments aimed at fulfilling the same general
statement of desired operational characteristics.
Good case histories are an essential part of any serious and systematic attempt to understand and improve the R&D and acquisition process.

They force analysis to remain close to reality and serve an

important heuristic function by illuminating issues and suggesting conclusions; however,

due to their inherent limitations,

studies cannot provide conclusive answers.

individual case

This report is

an addition

to thp camp study literature.

To the author's knowledge,
of a PGM development.

this is

the first analytic case history

I have uncovered relatively little

literature

*I
For an overview of the cases Rand has recently investigat'd, see
Robert Perry, Giles K. Smith, Alvin J. Harman, and Susan Henrichsen,
Systprs Acquisition Strategies, The Rand Corporation, R-733-PR/ARPA,
June 1971,
Also see, Thomas A. Marschak, The Ro•e of Project Hiqtori.es
in the .?tudy of R&D, The Rand Corporation, P-2850, January 1964.
The
Marschak study is also found in Thomas Marschak, Thomas K. Glennan, Jr.,
and Robert Summers, Strategies for'r JM): Studivin in thc, Mi•o,",'r,rn;'?-s
of Devel oment (New York: Sprinper-Verlag, 1967).
tTh. two best examples of comparative weapons acquisitions studies
are M. J.

Peck and F. M. Scherer, The W.7rp.
!n::
A,'11t7
! .7 .P ."'?. ,-,"w-: AIP
'oon,,'ic l'zll!iai• (Boston:
Harvard Business School, 196?). and Mars(hak,
Glennan, and Summers, )T..

r

-4that directly addresses the issues of the developmental strategies and
managerial procedures that characterized the development and acquisition
of the laser-guided bomb.

Therefore,

the primary source of information

for this report has been a series of personal interviews with the personnel who participated in

the project throughout

affiliatiors

the Acknowledgments.

are listed in

its

history; their

These interviews have

been sabstantiated wherever possible with data extracted from test
documents published by the participating manufacturers and various
organizations vithin the United States Air Force,
ment Development and Test Center,

especially the Arms-

Eglin Air Force Base,

Florida.

bibliography appends this report; a record of interviews is

A

on file

at

The Rand Corporation.

SCOPE Of STUDY
Azon and Razon were developed by the United States during World
A limited number of Azons, a 500-lb guided bomb, was used with
War II.
some success in the Mesditerranean and China-3urma-ITdia Theaters.
Razon and the 12,000-Lb Tarzon had

limited depioywent with mixed re-

sults during the Korean conflict.t

These wer2 the early guided-bomb

developmenAts,

but this study focuses almost exclusively upon the de-

velopment of the LGB in

the mid-1960s.

Although there are references

to the later developments of the electro-optical and the infrarid guided
bombs,
it

this report does not directly address those programs,

examine the op7rational use of the laser-guided bomb as it

ployed in

the Southeast Asia theater.

nor does
was de-

The time frame bounding this

See Hugh H. Spencer, "Azon and Razon," Guided Missi.es and TechNational DIfense Research Comittee, Technical Report of Division 5, Vol. 1, Siwv'ary, Office of Scientific Research and Davlopment,
Washington, D.C., 1946, Chap. 2; also, "Azon Does a Job in Burma,"
Radar, No. 8, 20 February 1945, pp. 26-27.
'See Robert Futrell, The United States Air Force in Korea,
19501953 (New York:
Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, 1961).
niques,

4For an examination of the effectiveness of laser and electrooptical guided bombs during Operation Linebacker in 1972, see R. L.
Blachly, P. A. CoNine, and E. H. Sharkey, Laser and Electro-Optical

Guided Bomb Perfozrmance in Southeast Asia (Linebacker T:
(U),

The Rand Corporation,

A Briefing)

R-1326-PR, October 1973 (Confidential).

I

1
'

-5study is

1962 to 1968,

that is. the period beginning with Army experi-

mentation with laser guidance technology and ending with the Operational
Test and Evaluation of the laser-guided bomb system Itn Southeast Asia.
Finally,

It

shou.d be noted that although this report emphasizes

the development strategies of •he Aiz Force,

the various private con-

tractor; whq participated in the LGB development were most responsive
and acted with exemplary competence during the development.
is

Their work

given less attention only because the purpose of the report is

to

examine Air Force R&D procedures.

ORGANIZATION OF REPORT
The report has t-wo sections in addition to the Introdurntion.
first

is

The

a narrative that chronicles the important dates and events in

the development.

The second section analyzes the different developmental

procedures employed and briefly reviews the major findings of the study
in relation to other acquisition studies.

-6II.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LASER-GUIDED BOMB

ARMY RESEARCH ON LASER APPLICATIONS
The possibilities for laser application were recognized soon after
the first operational laser was tested in 1960.
Often referred to as
"a solution looking for a problem," lasers were seen as applicable to
as diverse a range of uses as comunication conduits to death rays.
The research staff of the U.S. Army's Hissile Coumand (MiCom), at Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, Alabama, was particularly interested in
lasers as a possible guidance technology for over-the-hill (indirect)
fire weapons and antitank use.

Army engineers hoped to use a laser

beam to "spot" or "illuminate" a tank and then design a seeker system
for a missile head that could guide a missile in on the source of reflected light (e.g.,

the tank).

physical size of the laser.
an..nts

of e-e-",

The problem largely lay with the

At the time,

the laser required enormous

which masee it too be--y forth

&(b
40

wys the limit of what a foot soldier aould carry and still

of -eight that
retain com-

bat mobility.
David J.

Salonimer, a civilian engineer in the Missile Cosmand was

able to demonstrate mathematically in late 1962 that a seeker device
could home in on a target illuminated by a pulsed laser beam; in effect,
he proposed illuminating the target with regularly spaced short bursts
of very high energy,

arguing that there was no reason to illuminate the

target continuously.

In this system, the size of tic power source and

thus the laser could be reduced.

In June 1963, XiCos granted contracts

to North American-Autonetics and RCA-Burlington to investigate different
technical approaches for developing seekers that could track or guide
on pulsed laser radiation.

The RCA contract,

for approximately $58,000,

utilized an image tube detector; the Autonetics approuch,
about $98,000, used solid-state components.

funded for

By the end of 1964,

both

contractors were able to demoustrate guidance units successfully under
laboratory conditions.

The KCA detector project was diverted to the

Remote Target Designator Program, (TI)P),

which provided a television

picture of a ground target that was being illuminated by a laser; the

-7-

RTDP was flight-tested in s twin-engine Beechcraft at the Redstone
Arsenal in late 1964.
With the laboratory tests largely completed,

MiCom began to develop

and contract for hqrdware--seekers and illluminatora--that could be put
into the field, perhaps to improve the accuracy of artillery fire.
Martin Marietta (Orlando Division) received a contract for pulse laser
development in June 1964,

and in May 1965 received a follow-on contract

for two lightweight pulsed laser illuminators.
In September 1964,
if

Texas Instruments engineers were asked by MiCom

they could adopt the Shrike (an antiradar, air-to-grouad missile

developed by Texas Instruments to home in on enemy radar tran~missions)
to track on the reflected pulsed laser radiation; Texas Instruments
received a $50,000 contract to explore this po.,s',bility.
Thus,

by the early part of 1965, MiCom had developed the conceptual

basis and a portion of the hardware for what was to become the laser
guidance system.
the

meoer

The Army,

however, decided to reduce the funiing of

gidanve resparnh bepai

^f th.

4mmsd4aryv nf the

_itn_•

conflict and what the Army perceived would be Vietnam combat requirements.

The laser guidance efforts at Huntsville had been nominally

directed toward antitank warfare and,
Vietnam conflict,

during the early stages of the

the enemy was simply not deploying tanks.

There

seemed to be an insufficient number of worthwhile targets for a groundforce laser-guided weapon system to illuminate and destroy,

so the Army

decided to concentrate its laser research on the RTDP system.
Salonimer and his colleague,
not easily dissuaded.

Norman Bell,

however, were advocates

When the Army chose to place the project on "the

back burner," Salonimer and Bell, with the approval of their immediate
superiors, offered the results of their research to the other services.
Salonimer and Weldon 14ord (of Texas Instruments'
Division) approached John E. Short,

Missile and Ordnance

a civilian project officer in the

Limited War Deputate of Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD),
1965 with their research on laser guidance.

in early

Short recognized the gen-

eral possibilities of laser guidance and, after a demonstvction of the
RTDP, asked MICom to organize a tri-service meeting cr laser applications.

This meeting was held at Marti-'s Or1ando facility in early

April 1965.

-8-

PROJECT 1559:

THE QUICK-RIACTION CONCEPT

In early 1964, Lt. General James Ferguson, then Deputy Chief of
Staff for Research and Development, Hq USAF, received a suggestion from
a member of his stiff that it would be efficacious to promote relatively
small programs whose purpose would be to translate techrological advances to possible weapons systems within a short time horizon--approximately six months to a year.

At this time the Vietnam conflict was

beginning to become serious, but it

was not the only reason for setting

up a contingency funding system for short-term R&D.

A second reason

was to develop weapons systems an quickly as possible with a miniWum of
procedural delays,
developments.

in other words,

to expedite procedures for low-cost

With the assent of the Director of Defense Research and

Engineering (DDR&E)

and the Air Force Chief of Staff, Project 1559,

"Limited War Lquipment Tests," was set up in FY 1965 as a virtual "petty
cash" or Quick-Reaction fund for short development programs addressed
to imediate requirements; the first funding level of $815,000 was to
grow to over $8,700,000 in

I

FY 1970.

ContLnitne the same line of thoutht, General Ferguson approached
General Bernard Schriever,
mand (AFSC),

then Commander of the Air Force Systems Com-

with the suggestion that AFSC sponsor a small research

group under ASD, with Ferguson's staff assisting in the designation of
the personnel.
and,

Although initially skeptical, General Schriever agreed

in mid-July,

or, as it

the Directorate of Technical Assistance and Support--

was more generally known, Detachment 5--was organized and

stationed at Eglin AFB under the command of ASD's Deputy for Limited War.
DeLucrmCWUL

J

Wab UB" LUZeUU

LU pruvide

PLE&

reulIenL

LeCKI1ILAi

assistance and support to the commanders of the Tactical Air and Special
Warfare Centers.

S~identify

Specifically,

the directorate was to improve the Sys-

tem Command's response to immediate tactical operational needs, and
the technological

level required for future missions."'

A list
and evaluation of the programs undertaken by Project 1559
is found in Raymond R. Stasiak, Hiotoryj of Project 1559, Technology
Directorate, Deputy for Tactical Warfare (undated).
tCited in Phillip H. Pollack, "Management Perspectives," Hi8tory
of the Aeronautical Syeteam' Division, Januarn-December 1964 (U), Historical Division, Information Office, Aeronautleal Systems Division,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Air Force Systems Command Historical
Ptblication Series 65,

ASE-20,

1965,

p.

16 (Confidential).

-9Detachment 5 was commanded by a senior Air Force colonel,

Joseph Davis,
a tclghter

who had been a reconnaissance pilot in the Second World War,
pilot in Korea,

and Chief of the Air Force's Operational Readiness In-

spection temn in Europe before going into R&D.
Unofficially, Detachment 5's focus was originally to be on comind
and control problems.

However,

its staff expanded the scope to include

virtually anything they considered interesting and that could be of
immediate use.

To illustrate their range of efforts, Detachment 5 per-

sonnel identified an assortment of R&D efforts ranging from forwardbased command and control systems to new parachute extraction techniques.
AIR FORCE INTRODUCTION TO LASER GUIDANCE
Detachment 5 had been created by the Air Force to explore possible
applications of new technology to developing new veapor systems or
adopting and improving systems within the current inventory.

Colonel

Davis helped to implement this charter by visiting various aerospace
and defense contractors to review their research.

While at Martin-

Orlando in late 1964 he witnessed a demonscration of the Martin pulsed
lasar iLluminator and seeker and was immediately impressed by the laser
tracking system.

Returning to Eglin, he and members of Detachment 5

discussed potential applications of the system at length,

especially

the po6sibility of using the laser guidance system on a free-fall bomb.
Therefore, when Salonimer and Bell briefed MiCom's work with laser
seekers to the tri-service meeting in Orlando (1-2 April 1965),
findings were of particular interest to Colonel Davis.

their

Colonel Davis

asked about- the status of laser guidance technology and if

it

could be

employed fur tactical bombing; speci'ically, was the available laser
knowledge sufficient for the Air Force tG initiate the development of
a laser guidance system for missiles or bombu?
sponded positively:

Bell and Salonimer re-

the necessary technology was available and the

laser seeker was capable of serving as a guidance device for missiles
and artillery.
Davis envisioned a free-fall gravtiy bomb with a guidance system
that could direct the bomb toward an illuminated target.

The briefing

of the Redstone research findings provided many of the necessary details

j
I
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required

to confirm Davis'

attached

to gravity bombq.

concept of a laser guidance mechanism

THE FEASIBILITY PROTOTYPE CONTRACTS
Colonel Davis returned to Eglin and indicated interest

in receiv-

ing proposals for a feasibility prototype of a laser seeker unit compatible with an M-117 (the Air Force's standard 750-lb bomb)
Instruments (TI),
(NA-A),

from Texas

the Autonetics Division of North American Aviation

the Orlando Division of Martin-Marietta,

and Westinghouse-

Baltimore, all
of whom had been active in laser research.
Colonel
Davis advised them that he had authorization to release $100,000 with
only ASD approval necessary for the most promising proposal of a laser
seeker system.

Westinghouse decided not to submit a proposal and Colonel

Davis has described the Martin bid as inadequate.
warded the MA-A and
approval,

In May 1965,

rI proposals to the Deputy for Limited War,

he forASD,

for

expressing a strong preference for the TI design (approx-

imately $98,000).
To help distinguish between the two prototypes,
the principles underlying laser-guided bombs is

in

a brief review of

order.

"illuminated" by a laser beam directed from an aircraft.

A target is
The pilot of

the munitions delivery plane must release his bomb within a "basket"
(which is

defined by the field of view of the laser sensor and the

maneuverability of the bomb)
perate Correcetly.

in

Ramically.

order for the guidance mechanism to
both the TI and NA-A prototypes of the

laser seeker unit were designed ar ,mnd
and focused the reflected

an optical assembly that gathered

laser energy onto the surface of a detector

that waq divided into four quadrants.

A preamplifier compared these

quadrants to determine which received the most energy;
was than used to initiate

this information

the bomb's guidance mechanism.

The basic mechanical differences between the TI and NA-A versions
of the LGB feasibility prototypes were in
Fig.

1 for the initial

the guidance mechanisms.

configurations of both models).

included an aerodynamically stabilized seeke-

Detachment
authority-.

5 was a research

(See

The TI version

iead (modified from their

.rganization;

it

had no contracting

-1]-

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION (AUTONETICS

DIVISION)

Guidance and control system kit
Guidance unit

Control unit

Canard controls

Boom~b,,ýd emoIitIi on
750 lb, M-1 17

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Guidance
and control
unit

Standard M-117 bomb

"Control

0'
Aerodynamically
stabilized seeker"

fins

Fig. 1I-Initial configurations of LGB prototypes

Shrike missile) and a so-called "bang-bang" control system, both of which
were outgrowths of TI's earlier work with the Army's pulsed laser system.
The seeker head was mounted on a strut attached -o the bomb's fin. The
bang-bang guidance mechanism had no adjustment for the magnitude , f the
off-axis error;

chat is,

the guidance mechanism's contrr.1 f4--: dere fully

dcflected when the seeker unit determined that. corrective action was
necessary.

A bomb with the bang-bang control system would trace an un-

dulating glide path rather than a smooth continuous arc toward the target.

In addition to the aerodynamically sti.bilized seeker head and the

bang-bang guidance,
trol fins.
line.

a third distinguishing Tf feature was the rear con-

These fin~s were supplied

Intact from Ti's Shrike production

-12-

The iuitial Autonetics LGB test units employed a stabilized platform with a seeke- head that had been adapted from the Sidewinder : -to-air missile.

Based upon Autonetics'

laser guidance research for

MiCom,

a "proportional control" guidance mechanism was used on the bomb
in which the control fins can be set at a number of different angles
depending on the magnitudes of the off-axis signal received during the
ballistic arc of an unguided bomb than one with bang-bang control mechanisms.

Finally, the NA-A LGB had front canard control fins in con-

junction with its stabilized seeker head.
There were thus two strikingly different laser-guided bomb prototypes proposed.

The prevalent belief at the time among ASD and MiCom

personnel was that proportional guidance was the more promising guidance
system.

Earlier tests conducted by the Army and the Navy had suggested
that efficient guidance could not be achieved if the seeker only generated directional information without magnitude.

The Autonetics pro-

posal was an extension of its work done with the Army and appeared to

be a logical progression of the state of the art.

However,

proportional guidance was considered more feasible,
more complicated than the bang-bang system.

although

it was mechanically

Furthermore,

the Autonetics

model required roll stabilization in conjunction with its platformmounted ieeker.

The TI bang-bang control system with the aerodynami-

cally stabilized seeker was a less complex but unproved guidance system.
In

addition,

the TI LGB prototype was markedly cheaper,

one-third as much per LCUL UnitLL MS -11 nA

c

IV
LoCtJ1it.

c

.i,..

only

Th.. •Rh-1c

between proposals was hardly clear-cut; put simply, ASD was presented
with a high-cost/medium-risk

(NA-A) design and a low-cost/high-risk (TI)

design.

The proposals were reviewed by the Deputy for Limited War,
Salonimer of MiCom providing ierhnical assistance.
This preference is

with

Rather than choose

implicit in ASD missile development programs.

See Development Plan: Advanced Air To Surface Missile Guidance Technology, 679A Progrwn (U), Directorate of Advarced Projects, Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, February 1969
(Secret).
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between TI and HA-A on the basis of paper studies and proposals, ASD
decided to conduct a prototype competition between the two designs.

-

Revisions resulting from further discussions had now brought both contractors'

proposals over the $100,000 threshold, so higher level approval

was necessary.

Short exercised his working relationship with the South-

east Asia Special Projects Division in DCS/R&D, which had access to
Project 1559 funds and could provide money much quicker tnan the standard procuremqnt sources.
The Division Chief seconded Short's assessment of the potential of laser-guided bombs; Major General Andrew J.
Evans, the Director of Development under DCS/R&D, Hq USAF, was similarly
inpressed,

and allocated the necessary funding for both feasibility test

programs.

On 30 June,

the Armament Laboratory at Eglin received permis-

sion to contract both the TI and NA-A feasibility prototype proposals;
however,

the fixed-price incentive contracts to conduct feasibility

studies were not signed until 16 November 1965:

Table

I1

FEASIBILITY STUDY CONTRACTS,

1965

Dollar Amount (x 1000)
Company

Planned

Actual

Test Bombs
Guided

Unguided

North Anerican-Autonetics

442

450

5

3

Texas Instruments

264a

266

9

3

aAlthough the TI bid was originally about $98,000, the contract
was substantially revised and adjusted upwards to include such additional factors as wind tunnel tests, recorders on the bombs, and
flutter and divergence analyses.

THE FEASIBILITY PROTOTYPE TESTS
The testing of the prototype units began in mid-1966 and was performed at Eglin AEB by personnel at the Air Proving Ground Center (APGC)
vith the Air Force Armament Laboratory in charge of the project (both
test series are sumarized in Table 2).

Detachment 5 had lost its per-

sonnel in a reorganization of &SD, but many were still

stationed at

I
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Eglin An, including Colonel Davis, who was named the Director of Testing and later Vice Comander,

APGC.

Autonetics began testing in October 1966.

Their first drop suffered
4

from roll stability problems and had a alas

distance of 975 ft; as a re-

sult, the roll control system was redesigned.

Two months later,

the

second Autonetics bomb was dropped and the miss dial ance was reduced to'
82 ft.

The results of this test were discountod,

however, because the

bomb's guidance and control mechaniams became physically dise:'.gaged during its descent and the flight was essentially ballistic rather than
As a result,

guided.
ings.

changes were made to the bomb's mechanical fasten-

The third Autonetics drop,

considered completely successful, had

a miL.s distance of approximately 24 ft.
netics drop,

On the fourth and final Auto-

there was a miss distance of 52 ft.

Autonetics engineers

later posited that this error was due to a platform characteristic that
had not yet been recognized.
The Texas instruments test series began in the simmer of 1966.

The

first two Tf drops had miss distances of 148 ft and 78 ft, respectively,
which were attributed to boresight errors and marginal maneuverability.
Before the third drop, quality control changes were made on the sensor
itself to improve boresight precision,

and larger control fins and

roll tabs (to induce a higher roll rate) were added to provide greater
maneuverability.

The third and fourth TI drops experienced failures

within their electronic circuitry,
to the bombs.

resulting in essentially no guidance

After the fourth test,

the TI engineers made a major

structural change in their test units by removing the seeker head from
the fin strut and placing it on the nose of the bomb; exterior cables
were extended back from the seeker unit to the rear control fins. Although this necessitated an alteration in the fuzing arrangements,

the

test results of the remaining four units substantiated TI's modification
decision.

The fifth drop--with a miss distance of only 27 ft--was con-

sidered successful and produced no changes in kit design.

After the

Autonetics did not test its fifth unit, nor did TI test its ninth
unit. Although there was no official explanation, test personnel explained thaL they believed that they had sufficient data from the four
Autornetics and eight TI drops and that the final unit tests thus were
not considered necessary.

-16sixth drop (miss distai :e of 27 ft),

the seeker head was rotated rela-

tive to the control fins; this improved the dynamic response of the
control system and resulted in miss distances of only 12 and 10 ft on
the last two drops.
it

T.,e final drop was of particular interest because

was the only drop in either series in which the target was illumi-

nated by an airborne li ter designator.

(All previous drops had been

designated by Martin gr und lasers that MiCom had lent the APGC; they
were tripod-mounted about 1000 ft downrange.)
01-E,

Carried aloft in an

the airborne laser successfully illuminated the target for an LGB

delivered by an F-4; the miss distance was the smallest in the entire
series.
Thus, by the end of the feasibility prototype test series, both
the Texas Instruments and the Autonetics LGB prototypes had proven the
feasibility of the laser guidance concept.

This was particularly im-

portant for the lover cost but higher risk TI model.
that the first four drops in both manufacturers'

It

should be noted

tests provided little

difference in bombing accuracy on which to choose between the two prototypes.

The TI model was able to demonstrate its superior accuracy only

in the additional four test drops that its lower unit cost made possible.
It

Is

also notable that the additional number of test units permitted

the TI engineers a wider range of design options with which to experiment until a satisfactory design was achieved.
In addition to providing data for design modification,

the feasi-

bility tests provided valuable information on operational capabilities.
For example, major delivery differences were recognized between the
NA-A LGB and the TI version.

The NA-A LGB gimbal configuration required

the bomb to be carried on the aircraft with the seeker head caged and
pointed along the bomb's longitudinal axis.

This limited the aircraft's

turning capabilities because seeker head damage could occur above a
specified turn rats.

Furthermore,

acquire the illuminated target, it

in order for the NA-A seeker to
was necessary for the delivery air-

craft to aim itself directly at the target until the seeker acquired
the target and alerted the pilot to release the bomb.

This not only

required aircraft modification, but the launch sequence required at
least 10 sec,

thus necessitating special delivery tactics and presumably

-17In comparison, the

exposing the aircraft to prolonged ground fire.

TI gimbal-wounted sensor allowed an unmodified aircraft to deliver the
weapon using the tactics that would be employed with conventional bombing because its seeker was able to acquire its designated target after
it

was released from the delivery aircraft.

I

THE WGIUIMRING PROTOTYPE
By the end of 1966, the Texas Instruments and Autonetics laserguided bombs had demonstrated their feasibility as weapon systems.
The project was transferred from the Deputy for Limited War,
Hq USAF and Hq AISC for further action.

to

ASD,

The engineering prototype
The feeling of some

contract was not signed with TI until May 1967.

of the Eglin test personnel was that this delay, given the highly
successful test evaluations,

was unnecessarily lengthy; they suggested

was due to a lack of support at Aeronautical Systems Division

that it

or problems in obtaining funding within the Air Staff.

However,

as we

shall see, the primary reason for the delay was the transition from a
quick-reaction, prototype project to the more standard acquisition
procedures involving engineering development,

contract definition, and

operational requirements.
On 12 January 1967,

Brig. General Joseph Cody (Chief of Staff,

t-.ccmended to Hq USAF that 50 additional TI bomb kits for the

AFSOC)

M-l1. bomb be procured and that a kit for the M-118 (3000-1b)
developed.
IL

it

Ujwtc ti.

bomb be

Thir, request was received by the Southeast Asia Special

DivJr.o L

Loull

I IlL
o

I....twd6

u nde

r-

P

.o

t

1559.

Howver

was decidi-d that the laser guidance program was too far advanced in

its develoixient to continue to be ftnded under the Quick Reaction
concept.
The Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Research
and Development had been informally advised of the progres.q of the LGB
tests.

Upon receiving a copy of Cody's letter, the Assistant Secre-

tary's staff notified Lt. General Joseph Holzapple

(then DCS/R&D)

that

$500,000 from current resources was to be ellocated to the laser bomb

Cooney and Floyd, Engineering Eoaltation of the Autonetico'

Guided Bomb, p. 18.

Laser-
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project; the source was left unspecified.

The project was continued

under the direction of Major General Andrew Evans, who transferred the
project supervision to the Armament Division of his Directorate.

The

$500,000 was reprogramed from chemical/biological warfare monies and
on 19 January, Hq AFSC was notified that the money had been assigned to
the laser-guided bomb project for the purchase of the 50 TI seeker kits.
On 24 January, AFSC was directed by the Armament Division within
Hq USAF to continue testing the TI seeker kit, to encourage North
American-Autonetics to develop its model with its own funds, and to provide the Air Staff with development papers (form DD 1498) that would
specify the number of items to be procured, a schedule for test and
delivery, and a confirmation of the funds required.

DD 1498 was art

interim, abbreviated development plan and was the minimum essential
documentation required by the Defense Department for 'he approval of
development fund release.

The formal reprogramming of the $500,000 was

completed with notification of AFSC by the Assistant for R&D Programing,
DCS/R&D,

on 31 January 1967.

O, 2 February,

D.tvi

received t-......

1498 but was advised that the cost figures for the TI seeker kit were
not yet confirmed.

Furthermore,

it

was becoming clear witbin the Ali

Staff that the $500,000 would not cover the cost of the 50 TI kits and
additional work by Autonetics.

As one Air Staff participant recalled,

"We at Headquarters suspected chat there were major differences of
opinion within the Systems Command &gencies on how this proi-ram should
be developed.

It seemed apparent that more homework was needed within

AFSC before TI would sign a contract."

This suspicion was confirmed

when, on 18 February, Major General Charles Terhune (Comander, ASD)
recommended to APSC that. in addition to the planned purchase of the
50 TI seeker kits, a Request for Proposal be issued to both TI and NA-A
for 50 additional kits and that a Southeast Asia Operational Requirement
(SEADR)*

be drafted and sent to the 7th Air Force for consideration.

In June 1965, Hq USAF coordinated many offices within the Air
Force (e.g., the Deputy for Limited War and the Southeast Asia Special
Projects Office) and initiaLed a system to insure that immediate attention was paid to operational requirements emanating from the Southeast

.1
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This was followed up three days later with an AFSC message to Hq USAF
stating that APSC was proceeding with contract talks with TI for the
desired 50 kits needed for engineering development; it also recommended
procuring 25 kits from Autouetics. The total cost of the procurement
was projected to be $1.35 million for the TI kits and $550,000 for the
Autonetics kits.

During the same time period, the Air Force had decided to put the
NK-84 2000-lb bomb back into production. Tests at Holloman AFB had
demonstrated that for targets in Southeast Asia, the MK-84 had a superior mix of destructive, delivery, and penetration capabilities compared to either the M-117 or M-118 munitions. On 2 March, Air Staff
suggested to AFSC that the XK-84 be the munition used for the TI laser
seeker unit following the 50 engineering development test items.
On 5 April, AFSC formally initiated contract talks with TI and
on 20 May, a contract for $1.35 million was signed for 50 TI seeker
kits for engineering and testing; these units were to be a mix of the
X-117s and the XK-84s. The additional $850,000 had been reprogramed
from within the Armament Division in early April.
THE ACQUISITION DECISION
On 18-19 June 1967, personnel from Hq AFSC, ASD, Air Force
Armament Laboratory,

and the Tactical Air Warfare Center briefed membe-is of the Air Staff. These briefings presented three alternatives
for laser-guided bomb production that traded off varying degrees of
.

ri 4-sk for o-

rtafton_*1 d4at.

An early operational date

had become especially important because an operational requirement from

J

Southeast Asia (SRAOR 100) had been received in late March by ASD and
the Air Staff that emphasized the need for greater bombing accuracy,
Asia theater. The 7th Air Force would prepare a Southeast Asia Operations Requirement (SEAOR) which would be sent to ASD and Hq USAF and
AFSC where it would become a priority development item. By late 1967,
the SEAOR had become very important for obtaining R&D money for smallscale, Vietnam-oriented developments.
Therefore, it was not surprising
that research personnel were very active in advising the operational
commands in Southeast Asia what technology and applications were available and, on occasion, prepared draft SEAOs for the 7th Air Force to
transmit back to ASC requesting specific research projects.

-

'U
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specifically suggested the laser guidance system am a possible

solution.

This need was reinforced by pressure from the operations

side of the Air Staff; Secretary of Defense MeNamara was reluctant to
grant additional targets in Vietnam because,
Air Force had not been able to destroy all

as he pointed out,

the

the ones he had allocated.

The three procurement options were:

t
1. M•nimu

Risk DeZajed Operational Date.

Purchase 50 TI plus

25 Autonetics laber kits and conduct an additional engineering prototype test period between September and Decumber 1967.
One contractor would be chosen in January and operational
testing and development would begin immediately.

Deployment

in Vietnam would not be until October 1968.

2.

Medium Riak Baly Operational Date. T! vould be granted a
$17.5 million contract in July with authorization to produce
to the limits of their existing plant capacity. An additional $1.5 million for tooling costs would be released in
October and the full

3.

program would begin in December with an

additional $8.5 million.
Maximum Risk Earrliest Operational Date. TI would be immediately selected with an authorization to produce to the
present plant capacity for two months.
tooling costs

Long lead time and

($1.5 million) would be released in

full production would be scheduled to begin in

July and

October with

the release of an additional $13.7 million.

The genesis of SEAOR 100 was, as suggested, ASD.
In order to
expedite LCB development, the ASD staff prepared a draft SEAOR which
was personally delivered to the Commander of the 7th Air Force in
Vietnam. Although there were serious reservations within the 7th Air
Force on the efficacy of a laser guldance system, a short time later
liq USAF and Hq AFSC received SEAOR .00.
tThe headings are those of Clarence J. Geiger, "Project Pave Way,"

Hietory of the Aeronaz.tioaZ Sytem Divisimo,

January 1967-Tune 1968 (U),

Volume 1, Narratir.'e (U), Historical Division, Information Office, Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright '3tterson AFB, Air Force Systems
Comiand Historical Publication Series 69, ASE-3, 1969, pp. 117-118
(Confidential).
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is

I

notable that the first option called for additional testing of

both contractors'

prototypes even though the TI model had demonstrated

superiority in the first feasibility test and additional funds had been

4

contracted to TI.
Major General Andrew Evans selected the second alternative and
forwarded the selection to the Chief of Staff of the Air Force (CSAF)
The laser-guided bomb was assigned an extremely

for final approval,

high funding priority rating and designated Project Paveway.

A series

of Project Paveway liaison officers were designated within AFSC, ASD,
TAC,

and the relevant offices within the Air Staff to monitor the pro-

Ject; their work was coordinated within General Evans'

Directorate.

On 17 July, the CSAF ordered that all further contractual work by
North American-Autonetics on their laser-guided bomb models be disconAt the same time, AFSC was directed to prepare tecl:nical de-

tinued.

velopment plans including consideration of combat deployment for laser,
and infrared guidance systems.

electro-optical,

Finally, CSAF confirmed

General Evans' choice of the second procurement strategy for the laser
system.

On 20 July, AFSC formed the Paveway project office within ASD.

There are two items of particular interest in

the CSAF directive.

First,

the family of guidance systems under confideratl3n had been tripled.

The

Air Staff was now considering two types of guidance seekers in addition
to the laser:

infrared and electro-optical.

This was largely in re-

sponse to fears voiced within the Air Staff Directorate of Operations
that because laser guidance required the designating aircraft to loiter
over the target.
fire.

the aircraft would be exposed to prolonaed antiaircraft

The electro-optical and infrared guided bombs offered a launch-

and-leave capability,
ing bomb guidance.

thus reducing aircraft exposure without sacrific-

Therefore,

development of the electro-optical and

infrared guided bombs was initiated.

Also,

the Air Force was willing

to delay the definition of the technical specifications and operational
requirements for the laser-guided bomb system until July 1967--a full
year and a half after the original feasibility contracts were signed.
A short time later (24 July),
Force for R&D,
ibid., p.

the Assistant Secretary of the Air

Dr. Alexander H. Flax, wrote a memorandum
119.

to the Chief

J
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of Staff of the Air Force recoemmnding that developmental emphasis be
placed on the laser-guided bomb and that the LGB program should not be

integrally tied to the development of the other guided munitions.
Assistant Secretary Flax added that although he recognized that the
weapon system was needed Imnediataly, a complete and thorough program
of aircraft and weapon integration teats should be undertaken and all
certifications met.

In other words, the usual planning and coordina-

tion processes were now considered desirable in order to assure an
early operational date for the LGB. These recommendations were forwarded as directives from CSAF to Hq AFSC on 2 August; the CSAF especially emphasized that each mode of guidance should be considered as a
separate--albeit related--development program. At the same time, CSAF
sanctioned the use of special expeditious procedures if normal channels
and methods were considered to be too slow.
On 24 August, USAF revised AFSC's procurement authorization for
the production phase of the laser-guided bomb program.

Procurement was

directed towards obtaining a large number of *fK-84 laser gdidance kits
in conjunction with a number of M-117 kits; the M-118 bomb was con-

sidered too limited in supply and potential usage and its seeker kit
The purchase of eight laser illuminators and three
modified F-4 aircraft canopies was deleted. A $3.25 million funding
was d--emphasized.

calling was placed on the development program.
On 21 September, Hq USAF issued the Requirements Action Directive
(RAD) that listed the desired performance characteristics of guided
bombs--two and a half years after MiCom L~ad briefed the Air Force on
the feasibility of a laser guidance mechanism, almost two years since
the signing of the feasibility prototype contracts,

and nearly nine

months since the tests demonstrating the feasibility of the system had

been completed.

The CEP was to be no greater than 25 ft; the bombs

with modification kits would be compatible with both the F-'A and F-111;
guidance reliability was to be at least 80 percent; delivery could take
place from either a dive mode or a level run; and operational deployment
The F-Ill

compatibility requirement was later dropped.
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*

would be no later than June 1968.

Not only were the requirements de-

fined months after the initial testing had demonstrated feasibility,
but development and major procurement decisions had gone so far that
the acquisition directive stated the system was to be operational
within nine months.
In late 1967,

a series of cost effectiveness analyses for laser-

guided bombs was prepared by the Operations Analysis Office, Hq USAF
(AFGOA),

on the data from the Eglin tests.

The analyses, babd on the

preference criteria of least dollar cost and fewest sorties, demonstrated that the LGB was more cost effective (in terms of targets destroyed per dollar cost) than unguided ordnance and that it

required

the fewest number of sorties for 23 out of 25 target categories (the
two exceptions were supporting a rifle company in South Vietnam and
destroying revetted aircraft in North Vietnam).
On 15 January 1968, Hq USAF issued Development Directive Number 69,
w..!ch approved a production progr-

of A4.7 million --fn-

-- seeker

for fiscal year 1968, at a unit price of approximately $16,000.

t-

This

was well within the limits of the budget option chosen by the Air Force
the previous July.
budget.

These funds were from the Air Force's munitions

Because of the shortage of munitions resulting from the growing

Vietnam involvement,

approval for the LGB purchase had to be secured

from the highest levels of the Air Force and the Office of the Secretary
of Defense.

The AFCOA analyses were presented in the course of securing

the necessary approvals.
The approval of the production contract,

in effect, marks the termn-

ination of the research and development process that resulted in
laser-guided bomb,

the

although Texas Instruments effected a series of mod-

ifications on the basic seeker and control design during the production
of the kits using Value Engineering Change Proposals (VECP); for example, VECP procedures were used to substitute aluminum components for
the original Shrike stainless steel parts.
*bid., pp.

120-121.

The VECP alterations,

of
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course, were intended to drive the production cost down rather than
to basically reconfigure the system.
ENGflMING PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYHENT
The Texas Instruments LGE system began the engineering prototype
test series at Eglin AFB in November 1967.

Both the M-117 and the

MK-84 were included in these tests, which consisted of over 50 drops.
This series was to be more than a brief test of production line items.
Significant problems were ident..led and corrected,

and a major recon-

figuration--the use of canard control fins--was tested and adopted.
Furthermore,

beginning in April 1968, pilots from the Tactical Air

Warfare Center (TAWC)

participated in the formal Operational Test and

Evaluation process; the participation of TAWC pilots meant that delivery tactics could be devised and practiced prior to theater evaluation so that when the laser-guided M-117s and MK-84s began to undergo
evaluation in Southeast Asia, the crews were already trained in the
use of the system.
Major design modifications were continued into the engineering
prototype test phase.

t

Air Staff's request that the NK-84 be used had

been relayed to the Texas Instrients engineers,

who had already been

experimenting with adopting the laser guidance kit to the M-118.
emphasis on the NK-84 led TI to significantly alter the design.

The
The

rear control fins were removed and replaced by front canard control
fins: this change eliminated the necessity of exterior rabhlng rtinnina
along the length of the bomb from the seeker unit to the guidance mechanism since they were now both in the front of the bomb.
This reconfiguration was possible on the TI version because the aerodynamically
,

Mass production and a number of VECPs have been successful in
reducing the unit cost.
4viation Week cites a $3100/unit cost for the
laser guidance system in 1972 ("U.S. Guided Bombs Alter Viet Air War,"
Aviation Week and Space Technology, 22 May 1972, p. 17); this cost
figure has been ieduced since then.
1
The tests beginning in November 1967 consisted of 36 M-117 tail
control kit drops,

and 2 M-117 and 16 NK-84 canard control fin drops;

they were conducted at Eglin AYB %nd Southeast Asia.

-25stabilized seeker head did not require roll control.

Locating the en-

tire guidance package in the front of the bomb also made the laser seeher
kit adaptable across a wide range of standard Air Force munitions.
The two major problems that were corrected during these tests concerned the internal wiring of the seeker and multiple laser reflection.
The first problem was traced to a premature battery activation of the
seeker system by an arming wire and was relatively easy to correct.

The

problem created by multiple laser reflection, however, was more difficult to remedy. A portion of the laser beam directed from the aircraft
through the canopy was reflected from the canopy's outer svrface back
to the inner surface and then to the ground.
This reflection produced
a second, albeit weaker,

laser-illuminated spot (a "satellite") on the

ground that might cause the seeker to acquire and track the satellite
instead of the illuminated target. The identification of this phenomenon was the most difficult aspect of this problem.

Once the satellite

spot was identified as the source of the trouble,

it

was corrected by

reducing the sensitivity of the seeker so that it

would no longer acquire

the satellite spot.
Only a very few MK-84s were tested at Eglin prior to being sent to
Southeast Asia for theater evaluation, which took place from May to
August 1968.

These evaluations substantiated the increased accuracy

and destruction claims made for the use of the canard fins and the HK-84.
The evaluations also argued for the discontinuation of the M-117 in favor
of the MK-84; the underlying rationale was that if

a target were impor-

bomb with the greater destructive and penetration capabilities was preferable.

As a result of the SEA evaluations,

the Air Force contracted to

purchase 1000 MK-84 laser kits in addition to the January 1968 production
order.

Due to Presiden..s Johnson's and Nixon's restrictions on American
bombing of military targets within North Vietnam from 1968 through 1971,
LGBs found only limited use from the time they were added to the Air
The Southeast Asia evaluations are described in Melvin F. Porter,
Second Generation Weaponry in SEA (U), Project CHECO Division, Pacific
Air Forces, 1970 (Secret); and Col. A. W. Blizzard, USAF, .'.ueiiay LaserGuided Bomb System: Fiual Repopt (U), USAF Tactical Air Warfare Center,
Eglin Air Force Base, TAC Test No. 67-92, January 1969 (Secret).
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Force inventory; this vas also true for the electro-optical guided
bombs.

Because of the scarcity of high-value point targets outside

North Vietnam,

the precislon-guided bombs were used mostly for inter-

diction and the suppression of enemy antiaircraft fire. However, once
President Nixon removed many of the restrictions limiting bombing of
targets within North Vietnam in 1972,

the accuracy provided by .laser

and electro-optical guided bombs and their resultant effectivenevs became public knowledge.

Referred to by the press as "smart bombs,"

they proviaed the Air Force with a precision bombing capability to
strike and destroy virtually any target that could be seen by the pilot
and acquired by the seeker.t
*See '1.S.

t

Guided Bombs Alter Viet Air War," and "'Smart' Fombs
idgee," Aviation Week and Space TechnoZogy, 22 May 1972,
Wreck Viet
pp. 15-16, and 27 May 1972. p. 17, respectively.

r+

See Ted Sell, "The Smart Weapons--Landmark in Accuracy," T2,e LOB
AngeZes Pi•mee, 9 July 1972, Section J, p. 4; this article is mostly on
the electro-opticnl guided bomb.
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OBSERVATIONS

Before sumarizing the study's major findings,

important to
reemphasize thst this report is basically a case history, with all the
inherent strengths and weaknesses of that genre.
pointed ot,

it

is

As Marechak has

a "strong subjective element often enters into the inter-

pretation of a history...."*

However,

it

is possible to highlight the

main factors that nmde the laser-guided bomb a successful development
and,

in conjunction with other R&D case studies,

contribute to the

empirical evidence basis for a better understanding of general R&D
processes.

Also, the procedures used in the LGB development might prove

to be directly applicable to future generations of PGK development.
There is

another caveat to the findings.

The LGB development was

relatively low cost and, for thu first part of its history, seemingly
enjoyed a low profile.
eceptiomal free•_•m

These combined to give the development personnel

of qi.tion* Indeed,

some would argue that this low

profile was the key to the entire development.
the case.

However,

this was not

The project did appear to have a low profile and was low

cost, but other inexpensive projecta with low profiles have been a
great deal less successful; I.e., a low profile is not, by itself, sufficient to guarantee a successiul development.
irrelevant factors,

While these were not

as we shall see, they were not the primary reasons

for the expeditious manner in whic:h this weapon system was developed.
The research suggests that there were at least six featuvie
development that contributed in an important way to its success.

of thwa
These are

are:

0

Competitiie prototype development

*

Early and repeated testing of system hardware

*

Technology/requirements interact-ion

*

Incremental development

Marachak, "The Role of Project Histories...
and Suimners, op. cit., p. 49.

,"

in Marachak,

Glennan,

I
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It

*

Delegation of development decisions

*

Availability of cc0ntingency development funds.

should be emphasized that these features are highly interrelated and

mutually reinforcing:

e.g., one cannot have prototyping without rest-

ing; reconfiguration of a design would be an arduous process unless the
relevant decisions can be made on the spot; and test results are necessary for incremental development.

Although each will be discussed

should be recognized that, with the partial exception

individually, it
of the last item,

they should be viewed as a developmental policy

package.
COMPETITIvE PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
Prototype development is not novel to the Department of Defense.
Employed before and during the Second World War and endorsed recently
as a desirable acquisition strategy by the Fitzhugh Blue Ribbon Committee and by Rand researchers,'
reintroduced.

In the past, it

prototyping is

being at least partially

has been generally characterized by high

priority projects requixing major technological advances.

In testimony

delivered before the Senate, former Deputy Secretary of Defense David
Packard distinguishes Lecween two types of prototyping:

With the exception of the last ite'm, these form the thrust of the
so-called "Five Rules of a Good Development Policy"; see B. H. Klein,
W. H. Heckling, and E. C. Mesthene, Militaryj Reearch and Development
Policiee, The Rand Corporation, R-333-PR, December 1958, pp. 4-5.
tBlue Ribbon Defense Panel, Appendii E, "Staff Report on Major
Weapon Systems Acquisition Process," Report to the Preaicd#.nt and the
Secretary of Defense on the Department of Defense (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, July 1970), p. 5; see also Perry et aZ.,
op. cit., Sec. IV.
ISee Thomas K. Glennan, Jr., "Issues in the Choice of Developmeat
Policies," Marshall, Glennan, and Simners, op. cit., p. 47.
Rand has
an extensive literature on prototype development; see Klein, Heckling,
and Mesthene, op. cit.;
B. H. Klein, T. K. Glennan, Jr., and G. Hi.
Schubert, The Role of Prototyp•ts in DeveZopment, The Rand Corporation,
RH-3467/1-PR, 1971; and Robert L. Perry, A Prototype Strategy for Airscraft

Development, The Rand Corporation,

RM-5597-1-PR,

July 1972,
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The first is the advanced development prototype, where a
proposed new weapon would be designed, built, and tested
to confirm that the technology is feasible and that the
design does indeed have utility against a requirement.
In our approach, an advanced development prototype would
be completed and evaluated before a commitment is made
to full-scale development and, of course, to production.
The second kind is a production, or an engineering prototype. This type of prototype is intended both to assure
that we have the engineering problems solved and also to
permit thorough testiig and evaluation of a system.*
Competitive prototyping differs from the standard prototype procedures in that there are at least two competitive systems being concurrently developed for testing and a specific decision has to be made
as to which system will be chosen for continued development and/or
production.

Frederick Scherer underlines the importance of the develop-

ment of competing syatems within the general strategy of prototype
development by pointing out that "this competition between substitutes

afforda the goveramrnt two main benefits ...
and the behavioral benefits." t

The first

the statistical benefits

serves as insurance against

the uncertainties inherent in weapon system development:
By sponsoring the more or less concurrent development of
two or more competing weapon systems or key subsystems
which represent potential substitutes for filling a presumed military need, the government can hedge against these
uncertainties, reducing the risk of being committed to an
unsatisfactory approach and increasing the probability of
obtaining an acceptable end product.

Testimony before the Committee oa Armed Services, U.S. Senate,
Advanced Prototype, 92nd Congress, lot Session (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 9 September 1971), p. 3; emphaeis added.
Also see Deputy Secretary Packard's testimony to the! Subcommittee of
the Committee on Appropriations, U.S. House of Representatives, Hearings, Department of Defense Appropriations, Use of Prototypes in the
Development and Procurement of Weapon Systemas, Part 9, 92nd Congress,
1st Session (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office), pp. 515547.
t F. A. Scherer, The Weapons Acquisit on Process: Economic Tncentives (Cambridge:
t*bid.,

JMMMWw_

p. 19.

Harvard University Press, 1964),

p.

19.
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The behavioral benefits of competition occur when the bidders "recognize that only one may be rewarded with further development and/or production contracts."*

1. s, Scherer argues, should motivate contractors

to mobilize their beast efforts,

thus assuring aisuperior product.

The initial test phase of the LGB development--Ahat has earlier
been referred to as the feasibility phase and what Packard termed the
advanced development prototype-is an excellent example of competitive
prototyping.
Two distinct prototypes were Juxtaposed and tested against
each other to assess their utility in reference to a perceived need.
Presented with a high-cost/medLum-rLsk

(NA-A) design and a low-cost/

high-risk (TI) design choice, ASD opted to conduct a prototype coupetition rather than to choose between the two designs on the basis of
their paper proposals.
Competitive prototyping produced valuable data for the continuance
of the program as well as serving as a hedge against the uncertainties
in the development (Scherer's "statistical advantage").
The greater
uncertainty of TI's high-risk/low-cost design was balanced by NA-A's
model, which was more of an extension of the technology.

More specif-

ically, the performance of the relatively untried bang-bang guidance
system and aerodynamically stabilized seeker head was compared to the
performance of proportional guidance and the stabilized platform.
In addition to providing an examination of the general concept as
well as a specific comparison of the two systems'

performances,

the

competitive prototype approach provided an opportunity for the Air Force
to compare designs and possibly cross-fertilize the respective designs.
For example, after the initial feasibility tests, TI adopted NA-A's use
of canard control fins and NA-A altered its design by adopting tail control fins similar to those on the TI test model.

The primary reason

behind these modifications was that the NA-A model required roll stabilization, which was difficult to maintain with canard fins,

and TI's

aerodynamically stabilized head did not require roll stabilization and
was thexefore able to employ the canard fins.
*

Ibid., p. 20.
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Scherer's "behavioral" advantage is more difficult to assess in
respe.t to this project.
concrete evidence in
tion.

Although intuitively plausible, there is

no

this case study either for or against the proposi-

It would probably be safer to amend Scherer's '"behavioral" ad-

vantage hypothesis to apply mainly to those projects which are viewed
by the company as potentially large profit makers.

The low-cost LGB

developme-nt was never viewed by TI as a large profit producer,

so it

would not have received the full benefits ascribed to Scherer'ssbehavioral" advantage.
Competitive prototyping is

increasingly accepted within the re-

search coimunity as a desirable strategy for a project in which the
uncertainties are significant and the cost of building multiple models
is

not prohibitive.

Major Air Force developments--such as the A-X and

the light-weight fighters--have been competitively prototyped.
case study suggests that the procedure is

This

applicable to weapon systems

at the lower end of the cost spectrua whose technology is

still

undemons trated,

AKLY AND REPEATED TESTING OF THE SYSTEM HARDWARE
The testing of the two competing systems was important for two
reasons.

First, the relatively rapid testing of the systems encouraged

an iterative design process directed toward a functiouing weapon system
at an early date.
•-a•,.4v,-m~.

A

Second,
,wnAeu4,plnn

the tests provided data upon which subsequent
dr4mnona
.
.ould be baaed.
This subsection

will examine the former benefit; the latter will be discussed in

a

succeeding subsection.
The test series of the NA-A and TI prototype laser-guided bombs
are excellent ex=ples of the value of early and repeated testing.
With the use of careful monitoring,

both major and minor errors were

identified and corrected within relatively short time periods.

Only

once was more than five weeks spent between drops in a contractor's
test series.
is

The failure of the fastenings on NA-A's second test item

an example of a relatively minor flaw that might be difficult to

detect in a system's blueprint or design but that was quickly apparent
upon testing the model.

A more major shortcoming in

the LGB system
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was the satellite spot caused by multiple laser reflection.

Without

extensive testing of the engineering prototype, this problem could have
been extremely difficult to isolate and correct; if the seeker's sensitivity threshold had not been adjusted, the LGB might have received a
much lower theater evaluation and never generated the enthusiasm that
it did.
These tests, then, were the basis of a series of both small and
significant design modifications.

The evolution of the TI prototype,

as shown in Fig. 2, best dmonstrates the iterative nature of these
changes.

After four tests, the TI seeker was removed from the fin strut

and placed on the nose,

After the eighth test drop, TI engineers con-

sidered placing the control fins on the nose of the bomb since they had
observed no roll stabilization problems.

In addition, having the entire

contrcl kit on the front of the bomb made the laser system more modular
so that it could be utilized on a large number of standard Air Force
munitions.

In both of these major system modifications,

the reconfigur-

ations were based upon and then validated by early and repeated testing
of the system and its component hardware.
An ancillary feature of the iterative design process was the immediate access to the Eglin test facilities that Colonel Davis, as
Director of Tests, provided the TI and NA-A test personnel.

The ready

access to test facilities expedited the development of an acceptable
system because there vas little time spent wuatlna in the asii,,.

facilities.

fnr tret

TI and NA-A were able to operate on their own test schedule

instead of being constrained by the usual "first in,

first out" rule.

The LGB development demonstrated the advantag ;s of early and repeated testing of the system hardware in order to obtain test data on
which to base design alternation, thus permitting a rapid evolution of
system design.

Unfettered by dj.tailed contractual specifications, TI

engineers developed a significantly different design for their LCB
within a relatively short time frame. In suamý.ry, the rapid development of the LGB system hardware into an operational weapon system woul,!
not have occurred without the data obtained through the two test periods,
without the immediate access to APGC test facilities, and without the
willingness on the part of the TI engineers to make significant design
m'adif Ications.

I

(a) M-117 guided bomb with fin seeker
(July 1966)

(b)

M-117 guided bomb with nose seeker and rear control fins
(Oct. 1966)

%c) Mk-84 guided bomb with nose seeker and canard control fins
(late 1967)
Fig. 2-

Evolution of Texas Instruments laser-guided bomb

1'
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S ]KIUACTION

One of the notable features of the laser guidance development was
the late imposition of the design specifications and operational reThe technology of the system development was allowed toI
define the component development until hardware testing could demonquirements.

strata feasible system performance parmters (e.g.,
"Mil specs" were not imposed until very late in

attainable CEP).

the program, and the

standard seat of world-wide qualifications tests was not met until after'
the system had been deployed in the Southeast Asia theater.
During
the early laser guidance work of the U.S. Army Missile
Fi
Comand,

technology, not requirements,

valopwent of the system.

dictated and motivated the de-

The initial work with laser guidance at the

Redstone Arsenal was nominally directed toward antitank action but was
so basic in its

research aims that combat requireuents were not a pri-

mary consideration.
d..e.t.d

4.to

t

In fact, RCA-Burlington's laser research was later
4..y'

R-t-

T. argt Dal.g

O

did address the earlier antitank requirement.
ance project was antitenk in

Piogram and never

Although the laser guid-

its research goal, HiCct's laser guidance

work was basically driven by technology rather than by requirements.
Relatively general requirements can also be seen during the early
Air Force-sponsored work toward a laser-guided bomb within Detachment 5.
Although Detachment 5 was more applications-oriented than was Mirom and
its funding came from special Quick Reaction funds set aside for Vietnamrelated systems,

the original motivation behind Colonel Davis'

was the very general goal of improving bombing accuracy.

proposal

The original

contracts with Texas Instruments and North American-Autcnetics were
only slightly more precise; they, specified that the bombs use a laser
designation system to achieve a 30-ft CEP.

Modifications in the proto-

types during the first test series were designed to meet that standard
rather than a specific operations requirement.

As we have seen above,

these modifications were dictated by the test results.
still

Technology was

motivating the development although the ultimate operational uses

were now more clearly seen than during the early MiCom research.
It was not until March 1967,

close to two years after Colonel Davis

originally proposed the concept of a laser-guided bomb to the Deputy for
Limited War,

that operational requirements began to be formally stated.
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The first such documnt was SIAOR 10W from the 7th Air Force in Southeast Asia; because it had been prepared by ASD staff and was based upon
the results of recently completed tests of feasibility prototypes,

1

I

SUAOl 100 was not a theater-generated operations requirement in the
strict sense of the word. The official Requirements Action Directive
(RAD) was not issued until the following September, two months after a
production strategy had been chosen. It was not until late in the development process, when LGB technology was well in hand, that specific,
documented requirements (in this case, SIWR 100 and the RAD) began to
influence the development.
By delaying the definition of the operational
requirements until relatively late in the R&D process, the Air Force
greatly increased the probability that the performance staudards obtainable by the available technology and the desired operational requirements would be convergent.
Air Force restraint in not imposing early requirements on the LCM
or insisting upon designing to Mil Specs permitted the TI engineers and
the Air Force R&D personnel a maximum amuunt of design leeway and development discretion. The late imposition of specifications and requirements thereby assured the Air Force that the technology would provide
the system it desired within both the imiediate time frame and projected
cost.

There was, in short, a convergence of technology and requirements.

Lacking this union, the development might have taken =uth longer in
pursuing requirements that might never be obtained or obtained only at
higher costs.

As Perry, et al., have pointed out,

In the course of development of a new weapon system it may
become apparent that the performance goal need not be precisely that originally specified or, alternatively, that
the performance originally specified can be attained only
at a cost much greater than originally proposed ...
The
maximum speed of the F-106, the range of the B-58, and the
supersonic range capability of the F-1ll are relatively
recent instances of originally specified performance that
could not be attained at an acceptable cost.*

Perry, et at., op. cit., p. 44.

I

-36In t1is particular case, the technology/requirement convergence was a
significant factor in the successful attainment of the specified operatious requirements.
This experience and its success are not unique to the LGB. Other
examples of low-cost developments with this relationship are the Sidewinder air-to-air

aissile developed by the Navy and some types of radar,

such as the APQ-56.
INCD.DTAL DIVZLEOPE
An incremental development is characterized by a number of discrete phases--including advanced and engineering development as well
as production--linked by decision nodes. Perry, et al., have described
such a strategy:
Basically, such an approach would require separating the
development of systems from the subsequent production of
those systems; furthermore, it would call for first conducting those aspects of development aimed at demonstrating
the performance potential of t.he system and later addressIng such issues as verifying reliability and maintainability
of the system and providing for the special constraints Isposed by service support requirements. Finally, an leremental strategy could, aad ordinarily would, include periodic
reassememnt, redefinition, and readjustment of program
constituents....it
Although there was apparently no predetermined policy to do so,
this incremental approach characterized the development of the laserguided bomb. The first decision point occurred in aid-1965 when the
Air Force chose to develop a laser guidance system. Colonel Davis did
not propose the feasibility tests of the laser guidance system until
he had some assurance from the WaCos laser research effort that such
a concept was technically feasible. The data that MiCom's Salonimer
and Bell presented were gathered from hardvare tests and were persuasive
enough to convince not only Davis but personnel in Limited War and the
See the case histories of the Sidewinder and radar systems in
Narschak, "The Role of Project Histories... ," in Marschak, Glennan, and
Suawers, op. cit., Chapter 3.
tPerry, et al., op. cit., pp. 41-42.

4
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Air Staff as wvll.

A second decision was that favoring TI for the

advanced development prototype.

Based on the evidence of TI and MA-A

prototype tests, the decision to proceed to the engineering development
phase was precisely consistent with the test findings.

The prototvpt

evaluation of the TI LGB model recomended that this "laser-guided
bomb should be developed to be placed in operational use as soon as
possible." *

The evaluation of the Autonetics LOB suggested that "further

dervelopment

...

should continua.''t

As a result, T1 was given a further

development contract and Autonetics was permitted to continue work on
laser-guided bombs until advised to terminate efforts in mid-1967.
A second feature of an incremental development is

the priority of

demonstrating a system's feasibility before "addressing such issues as
verifying reliability and maintainability of the system..."
evidenced in

This was

Ihe LGB development when the Air Force postponed the verif-

ication of reliability standards and world-wide qualification tests
util

fter the system was deployed in

Southeast Asia.

The Air Force

was willing to delay the imposition of service and logistic requirements
until after the system had proven its

performance in order to expedite

its combat deployment.
Another facet of this development approach is
ing of the system's feasibility is

that a thorough test-

conducted before production decisions

were made or operations requirements set.

No decision was made on the

future LCB development nor were performance parameters defined until the
data from the feasibility prototype tests were assimilated.

These data

save the decisionmakers within AFSC and Hq USAF high-quality information
so that the product could meet the specifications that would be defined,
such as those sat down in the Septmber 1967 RAD.
Finally, the incremental development provides the decisionr.akers
with a series of discrete check points at which they may judge if
project is

proceeding as planned.

generally considered acceptable.

In the case of the LGB,
However,

ceeding according to plan or schedule,

if

the

progress was

a development is nc-t pro-

or if the perceived requirements

Cooney and Floyd, Engineer'ing Rva lu.ation of Tezxa
Inetrwnents'
Laser Guided Bomib, p. 27.
1
Cooney and Floyd, Engineering Evaluation of the Autonetica' Laser
Guided Borb, p. 21.
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have been changed,

the decislonmakers can make adjustments,

the cancellation of the entire project.

including

For example, the Air Force

cancelled North American's Hornet (an electro-optical guided antitank
air-to-surface missile) after its

relatively successful feasibility

tests in 1967--Hornet's projected antitank mission vas deemphasized and
North American was directed to apply Hornet's technology to developing
an electro-optical guided bomb (the future Hobos).
The incremental approach is more suitable when the technology and/
or threat are uncertain than when they are better known.
however,

In either case,

the "periodic reassessment Implied by application of an inrere-

mental strategy suggests recurrent evaluation not only in

terms of its

intrinsic promise, but also of its advantages over competing systems
also in development or already in

the force."

This approach was mirrored by the sequential funding arrangements
that characterized the LGB development;

these will be eiscussed eub-

sequently.
DELEGTIIE OF DEVIWPMT DECISIONS
The LGB development program was characterized by a delegation of
development decisions to various levels within the Air Yozce R&D hierarchy.

These decisions were generally nmde at the level that had the

=st information pertaining to a specific decision without the necessity
of exercising the entire R&D decislonmaking loop (from Eglin AFB up to
the Chief of Staff and including DDR&E).
Sat..-----...
of command.

This decisionmakiug discretion

aVwu•J

f. LUe dovVlumaUL chain

A chief advantage of this delegation of decisionmaking

autbority was the shortened time of development.
From the very beginning of the LGB concept, R&D personnel at lower
organisational levels were permitted to exercise considerable discretion.

Colonel Davis is

a particular case in point.

As Cosmander of

Detacbment 5, he was receptive to proposals from North Auerican-Autonetic3
and Texas Instruments for an LGB prototype.
period, Colonel Davis,
APGC,

During the feasibility test

as Director of Tests and then Vice Commander of

gave both NA-A and TI virtually immediate access to test facilities,

Perry, et al.,

__

__-

op. cit.,

p. 43.
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thereby reducing time spent in the queue for test facilities and shortening the development time.

Because the contracts were written to a

simple performance standard as opposed to detailed design specifications, major system modifications were proposed and approved by the Air
Force Armament Laboratory at Eglin without necessitating e rewrite of
the contracts, thus saving additional time.
Concomitantly,

the development personnel had the support of their

superiors from the early stages of the development.
Major General Andrew Kinney,

APGC Comander,

was completely supportive of Colonel Davis'

efforts to develop the LGB as quickly as possible,

The Deputy for

Limited War within ASD was given financial support above his discretionary allowance for the initial T1 and NA-A c-

cts by the DX.rector

of Development under DCS/R&D.
Major decisions were made within the Air Staff when the relevan..
information was centered there.
as engineering development,

These decisions concerned such options

procurement alternatives,

of a project office within ASD.

and the formation

Funds were reprogrammed within the Air

Force budget instead of the ime-cortiing
-ubmi................"o
u" even rary
budget request to DDR&E.
The MK-84 was introduced at the specific instruction of DCS/R&D personnel who had access to ordnance comparisons
tests conducted at Holloman AYB. Although development on electro-optical
and Infrared guided bombs was initiated at the request of the Air Staff,
it

was made clear that the LGB development should be especially empha-

sized and pursued independently.
Some might argue that a major reason for the delegation of authority
to people relatively low in the chain of command who possessed relevant
information was that the LGB development was low profile and very low
cost during its initial stages. The argument is not persuasive because
the LGB was not a low profile development even though it was low cost.
Personnel within the Air Staff, the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
for R&D,

and Hq AFSC were all being directly advised of test results in

late 1967-early 1968.

It

is more probable that this decisionmaking dis-

cretion was the result of permitting test officers to exercise development options and the absence of a contract with detailel specifications.
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The fact that decisions were made at the level where the pertinent
information was found often meant a significant delegation of authority
to the development officers at Eglin.
In a more general sense,
authority in
matic in

the success enjoyed by the delegation of

the LGB development is

to be expected.

is almost axio-

It

the organizational behavior literature that decisions should

be made at the point where there is
*

vant information.

the greatest concentration of rele-

The experience of the LGB development is

by many other developments,

confirmed

such as Lockheed's Agena-D booster.

CON4TINGENCY DEVELOPHENT VUNDS
The manner of funding was important for two reasons.

First, the

fact that there were no dedicated line-item funds present throughout
the program li'e

meant that research personnel had to apply for funding

at distinct intervals in the development.
funds--were tappe4 for

the- -

Project 1559--Quick Reaction

------I prot3ty-e models,

and monies had

to Se reprogrammed to pay for the engineering development prototypes.
The LGB was not to receive line-item funding until after Its first production contract.

The fact that money had not been requested for the

entire project at its inception forced the decisionmakers within the
Air Staff to evaluate the LGB project carefully at least twice before
production morey was allocated.

This reinforced the incremental approach

discussed abovn.
The second point is that there were funds available for the initial
LGB developmer¢c.

Had Project 1559 not provided contingency funds, the

project might conceivably never have been initiated.

These contingency

funds added a certain amount of flexibility to the development prociss.
This most pointedly applies,
ments.

of course,

to relatively low-cost develop-

Even though the development of the LGB pioduced a successful

weapons system, a review of the various projects initiated by Project
1559 reveals that, of the 304 tasks funded by Quick Reaction funds,

over

For example, see Robert Thompson, Organi•ations in Artion (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1967).
4

The Agena-D program is described in Perry, et aZ.. op. -it.,
tion III.

Sec-
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40 percent were considered "highly successful"; full-scale productifnoccurred in close to 33 percent of the tasks.

Thus we can assume that

the advantages of contingency funding were not restricted to the laserguided bumb development.
It

should be recognized,

however,

prograing do have their limits.

that contingency funds and re-

Although there were no formal guide-

lines on distributing the Quick Reaction moniep,

the Southeast Asia

Special Projects Division placed a $500,000 ceiling on requesats with the

rationale that anything cover that amount would require more than a year's
development time as well as curtailing the ntmber of proposals that could
be funded.

This ceiling was occasionally exceeded but was generally

adhered to.

DoD regulations at the time permitted a maximum of $1.9

million to be reprogramed without authorization from DDR&E.
it

is

Therefore,

apparent that the segmented nature of the funding is most appli-

cable for relatively low-cost developments; the wre expensive developments must obtain funds via the standard budgetary channels.
FLEXIBILITY
If
word,

one were to characterize

the development of the LGB in a single

that word would be "flexibility."

The six features of the de-

velopment which were identified earlier in this section served interactively to present multiple design and managerial alternatives.
availability of two competing prototype models,

The

the lack of strict de-

agn an-ecsi.fatOne or operations requirements until testing had de-

termined what specificationa and performance paramaeters were obtainable,
the ability of the project m=agers to make significant design alterations without having to maks contract modifications,

and the incre-

mental mann.er in which the development progressed all contributed to
this flexibility.

The funding arrangements also contributed to that

flexibility but in a different manner.
had been granted at the outset,

If

the entire project's funding

the contract probably woitld have been

written in a manner that would upke changes relatively diffitult.
Raymond R. Stasiak, Hiestor,
ate, Deputy for Tactical Warfare,

There

of Project 1559, Technology Directorundated.
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is nothing inherent in the LG1 project funding ax-rangemmnts that would
dictate a flexible approach except that the different phases entailed
a number of project reviews.

In cases in which a project did not pro-

grass as well as did the LGB,

these decision points would give the

decisiomakers an opportunity to revise or even cancel the project.
Thus,

the disjointed funding arrangement could be viewed as providing

an additional elemet of flexibility to a developmental program.
These features,

then, were the keys that produced the laser-guided

bomb within 36 months of the original contract at, in the words of many
of the participants interviewed,

a "significant cost and time savings."
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